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Isaac’s story supporting families now and in the future

The January rains sadly brought devastation

and displacement for many families across

Malawi. One such family to lose their home

was that of Isaac Mbwana, a lively 7 year old

boy who we have supported since he first

arrived at Open Arms as an 11 month old

baby in 2009. Thankfully, with your support,

we have been able to step in and help Isaac

and his family to get back on their feet.

Isaac was first brought to
our Infant Home after his
mother, Lucy, was
admitted to Zomba
Mental Hospital.
Fortunately, Lucy
received the treatment
she needed to be able to
return home to her family,
and when he was two
years old Isaac was
reunited with his mother.
By this time Lucy, who
already had two older
children, had given birth
to a fourth child, and
Matron Rose Phiri
recognised that Isaac was
likely to be in a vulnerable

position. He was therefore recommended
for our monthly Cash Transfer Scheme and
the family began to receive regular financial
support. However, Matron Rose became
concerned about Isaac’s welfare when she
visited him as part of the Outreach
Programme. Clothes that were given to
Isaac soon disappeared, and the grass
roof of their house was leaking badly. 

We tried to support Lucy further, helping to
waterproof the roof, but after a few months
it was clear she was still struggling. Matron
suggested that it might be best for Isaac to
return to Open Arms, to which Lucy agreed. 
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Isaac’s story

Isaac moves to Annie’s House
Over the next few years Isaac thrived. In Dec 2012, he moved from our

toddler home, Harrogate House, into the brand new Foster Home,

Annie's House, funded by the singer Annie Lennox. Here he established

good relationships with his foster brothers and sisters, started Primary

School, and went on to become a happy, healthy and energetic little boy.

Throughout this period we continued to support Lucy through the

monthly Cash Transfer, encouraged ongoing contact with Isaac, and

provided support and counselling to help her look after her youngest son. 

We were delighted and encouraged when Lucy's situation began to

improve,  especially when she  set up a small trading business to support

herself and her family, using advice and support offered by Open Arms.

In 2013 Lucy felt she was in a much better position to take care of Isaac

and asked that he again return home. 

We say goodbye but not forever
Following an assessment of Lucy’s home environment we, together with

the Social Welfare Department, agreed that Isaac should move home. It

was a sad time for us here at

Open Arms, as we would

miss him very much, but it

was right for Isaac to be

with his mother. Through the

Outreach Programme we

knew we wouldn't lose

contact. We were very

touched when Lucy came to

collect Isaac, and brought

with her a gift of home-grown

pumpkins as a 'thank you' for

all that Open Arms had done

to support her and her family.

Flood Appeal helps our Outreach Families
Tragically, in January of this year, the family were one of the many

thousands to lose their home. Their mud-brick house collapsed in the

torrential rains and Lucy once again was in desperate need of help.

Thanks to the overwhelming response to our flood appeal , we were able

to step in and Lucy's family now has a new roof over their heads, with

sturdy walls to support it. 

Thanks to your generosity, we have been able to build new homes for all

those families who we are committed to supporting long term. We will

continue to monitor and support Isaac and his family, so that he can

grow up in a happy, safe environment, with the opportunity of a good

education and a better future.

Foundations are dug for Isaac’s new home

On May 2, groups of volunteers from Johnson & Johnson EMEA

(Europe Middle East & Africa) travelled from Europe to Malawi to help

rebuild houses that were destroyed in floods. The team of 12 were

dedicated to undertaking the project. They drew inspiration from the

company’s Credo which vows to unite employees in a common

mission to help people live longer, healthier and happier lives.

The team set about rebuilding homes for the “Agogo’s”

(Grandmothers) of Chiku and Gladys. They took on the job with

gusto, and after 2 weeks of hard work both children had new homes. 

Chiku and Gladys, who came to Open Arms as babies, were returned

to their families as healthy toddlers at the age of two. Through your

donations they now receive long term support from our Outreach

project.

Johnson and Johnson helps families get back on their feet

Isaac’s family with gifts for Open Arms

Laying foundations for a brighter future

Gladys’s house was badly damaged in the floods

A new home for Gladys and her 4 siblings

Moving bricks



London to Paris Bike Ride
This year, groups from two global companies, Travelzoo and Croud, will

be embarking on a cycling adventure between two of the most iconic

capital cities in the world to raise money for Open Arms.

With long days in the saddle and some strenuous hill-climbs, the going is

not as easy as many people think, but the stunning countryside of Kent

and the many picturesque villages in the Pas de Calais, Somme and Oise

regions of France will no doubt make the challenge all the more

rewarding. We feel sure that the sight of the Eiffel Tower will evoke a real

sense of achievement amongst the participants, and we wish everyone

taking part a safe and thoroughly enjoyable journey.
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Wheels are set in motion for raising funds this summer

The rise in popularity of cycling in the UK, initiated by the
London 2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games and boosted
last year with our hosting of the first three stages of the Tour
de France, has resulted in a huge surge of interest in
fundraising bike rides in recent years.

It seems fitting that pedal power should be making such a
difference in raising funds for Open Arms when, in Malawi,
the common bicycle is seen as an essential tool for survival.

Access to a bike makes it so much easier to look after the
basic needs of a family, and it is not uncommon to see
bicycles stacked high with piles of firewood, or with sacks

of maize precariously balanced across their frames. Indeed,
live chickens swinging upside down from handlebars is also
a familiar sight.

In a country where 39% of the population live on less than
a dollar a day, owning a bike also opens the door to
earning an income, and in many cases, having a bike can
even mean the difference between life and death, since
access to medical help is so much quicker. 

We are thrilled that this summer a number of organisations
and individuals will be taking part in cycling events
throughout the UK and beyond in support of Open Arms.

Prudential Ride London - Surrey 100 
On Sunday 2nd August, the Prudential Ride

London-Surrey 100 sets off from Queen

Elizabeth Olympic Park in east London, before

following a 100-mile route on closed roads

through the capital and into Surrey’s beautiful

countryside. With leg-testing ascents and the

world-famous zig-zags of Box Hill, the route

offers the perfect challenge for cyclists of all

abilities. This year we have a team of five supporters who have taken on

this challenge to raise money for Open Arms – Simon Allister, David

Casey, James Cousen, Paul Davies and Richard Farrar will all be training

over the next weeks so that they are able to complete the gruelling

course.  If you are in London, come along and cheer them on.

Malawi Cycle Challenge
We are very excited to announce our first Ride Malawi Cycle

Challenge in 2016. 

There are few countries dominated by one single geographical

feature such as Lake Malawi, sometimes also known as the Lake 

of Stars, which covers more than 15% of the country and is

surrounded by sheer mountains and edged by

seemingly endless palm-fringed sandy beaches.

Join us as we cycle for 10

days through this scenic

wonderland, with its lush

lakeside vegetation, passing

through countless villages

where you will experience the

warmth and friendliness of

the smiling Malawian people.  

During this unique fundraising experience, not only will you

encounter the true character of this magical country, but you'll also

get to see first hand exactly where the money you raise will be

spent, visiting Open Arms and the projects you are helping to fund. 

This really is a challenge with a

difference and one that will not only

change your life, but the lives of

many others! 

Places are limited and we expect

a high demand, so do get in touch

as soon as you can!

To register your interest, please contact Emma

at emma@openarmsmalawi.org

10 DAYS  l   20 PEOPLE  l   500 MILES

Simon Allister

David Casey James Cousen

Richard Farrar Paul Davies

To support the team text cycl08 £3 
(or the amount you would like to donate) to 70070



News from the homes

Birthday girl, Thoko, in her new Blantyre home
It's hard to believe that in July we'll be celebrating Thoko's

5th birthday, as it seems like only yesterday she first

arrived at our doors. Thoko was brought to Open Arms

as a tiny baby on the day she

was born, having experienced

a traumatic delivery during

which she had sadly lost her

mother. As we were soon to

discover, the difficulties at birth

had resulted in some brain

damage, and when she was just a

few month's old Thoko was

diagnosed with cerebral palsy.

Nevertheless, this didn't stop Thoko from

developing into a beautiful, happy child, always full of smiles for

everyone who spent time with her, and both the staff and other children

at Mangochi soon fell in love with Thoko and her cheerful nature. 

In 2014 it was decided that, in order to give Thoko the best chance of

fulfilling her potential, she ought to move to Blantyre, where better

medical facilities are available to treat her condition. Of course, it was

very hard saying goodbye to Thoko, as she was such a vibrant part of

the 'family', but everyone knew that the move would be in her best

interests.

Making new friends in Blantyre
And what a positive move it has been! We were

delighted at how well Thoko settled into the home in

Blantyre, quickly making friends with the other

children as if she had known them all her life. She

now attends the Sandi Rehabilitation Centre twice a

week and has additional support to help her

movement and development. She is also learning to

use a specialised posterior walker which was used

by Edina another of our children with cerebral palsy.

In Malawi, getting the right advice on equipment for

Thoko and Edina can be a challenge, as what is

available locally is so limited. 

Can you help?

We are currently looking into suitable

equipment in the UK, but if any of our

readers has a child with cerebral palsy,

we would love to communicate with

you about shared experiences and

what equipment or techniques have

made a positive difference. Please do

get in touch via Judith in the Harrogate

office at judith@openarmsmalawi.org. 

www.openarmsmalawi.org

Thanks to your support and the hard work of the team in

Malawi, all of our homes from the 2 Infant Homes and

Harrogate House to the 5 Foster Houses, continue to be

vibrant happy places where children can grow and develop.

During the year there are many stories, some happy,

occasionally sad, here is just a snapshot of what is

happening in our homes at the moment.  To see regular

updates like our Facebook page and sign up for our e-news. 

New babies in our Infant Homes
New admissions arrive in our Infant Homes in Blantyre and Mangochi

with different needs. Often it is hard to identify health issues as soon as a

child arrives but thanks to the routine tests we perform and the regular

monitoring of babies in our care, we are able to pick up any problems

and address them sooner.

Six months ago Madalitso arrived at our Mangochi home just 2 days old.

When he arrived Madalitso weighed just 2.2Kg but thanks to a highly

nutritious diet he soon began to gain weight. Unfortunately he tested

positive for HIV and was started on anti-retroviral drugs. At the same

time he developed a cough and then pneumonia. During December and

January he was in and out of hospital and had two blood transfusions.

During April his pneumonia returned and he was readmitted to hospital.

Again he responded well to treatment and was discharged in May and is

now receiving regular check-ups. Madalitso has such a strong spirit that

we feel sure his health will continue to improve and we look forward to

seeing him grow and develop over the coming months.

On May 6th we received a new addition to the Blantyre Infant Home: a

tiny girl named Sara Yusuf. She was born on 9th February, sadly her

mother died of an HIV related illness, but so far Sara is not showing signs

of testing positive. At three months old, Sara weighed just 2.3 kg.

Though her weight compared to a very small newborn, she was alert and

aware of what was happening around her. Our first priority was to correct

the malnutrition with highly nutritious formula milk. We were delighted

that after two weeks she had gained 250 grams – when her aunt and

grandmother visited they couldn’t believe she was the same child!

Although the first few months have not been easy for Madalitso or Sara

the support that we receive from you has enabled us to give them a

chance of survival, a chance to be safe and secure in a family home.  We

look forward to seeing them grow and develop over the coming months

and eventually return to their families happy, healthy toddlers.
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Madalitso tested positive 
for HIV but his fighting spirit

has inspired us all

Thoko tries out a new walker

Thoko in 2012

This week in our homes

400
children 

benefitting from
feeding sations

37
children 

Foster Homes

8
children 

in Harrogate
House

37
babies

in Mangochi

30
babies 

in Blantyre

Sara was malnourished 
but after two weeks on formula

milk gained 250 grams and was
unrecognisable

Blantyre and Mangochi to Infant Homes

We are very proud of everything this determined little girl has achieved in her first five years. We wish Thoko a very happy birthday indeed.



Teacher Extraordinaire 
Gladys has been working with us here at Open Arms in Mangochi from

the very beginning. She continues to astound us and visitors alike with

her creative and highly original approach to learning. Overcoming a

number of personal difficulties, she

patiently teaches our fifteen toddlers

with an enthusiasm that both

captivates their attention and

engages their minds. A typical

day begins with an exploration

of our grounds and it is

always an amusing spectacle,

witnessed by countless

volunteers, to see the group

examining fallen fruits, twigs

or leaves, searching for

creepy-crawlies, or seeking out

some other natural treasure as

they meander around the Home. 

Gladys also has a purpose built

classroom within the Home, where she

continues to ensure learning is fun, and where the children can draw,

paint and sing about the things they have learned. 

We feel very lucky to have Gladys, and we know the children love her

dearly too.

The First Graduates from Primary School
A whole new chapter begins at Open Arms this summer, as we see the

first of our children complete their primary education. Norman, from Rose’s

House, has always been very strong academically and we are very hopeful

that he will pass the entrance exam into Malawi’s top Secondary School,

Kamuzu Academy. Kamuzu Academy  was established by the first

President of Malawi and soon became the most prestigious school in

Malawi, its alumni includes some of  Malawi’s most prominent men and

women.

We are currently exploring the Secondary Schools in Blantyre to see which

would be the best fit for Mary, from Richmond House, and Eric, from

Tsekwe House, if they don't meet Kamuzu's stringent criteria. 

An apprenticeship for Aubrey
Leaving Primary School is especially significant for fourteen year old

Aubrey, who will now take up an apprenticeship at Open Arms, working

with Johnam Unjika, our trusted Foreman. Under Johnam's guidance, he

will learn to manage our poultry scheme, managing the daily egg

production by collecting and sizing the eggs from our flock, and planning

and measuring out feed for the

chickens. This will be

complemented by ongoing

tutoring from Teacher Enipher

Nasiyaya, alongside

computing classes with

Martin Mussa, who is

designing some specialised

computer programmes to

help Aubrey manage his day

to day tasks.

We are very proud of all these

children who now lead the way

for next year, when a further six

students will complete this

important stage of their education. 

Thank you for helping us to provide our children with the best

education we can. For just £27 a month your support really does

make a difference.

Thirteen years ago, when two month old Mercy

arrived at Open Arms with her twin brother,

Blessings, it was discovered that one of her legs

had a congenital defect and had to be amputated

just below the knee. This didn't stop Mercy from

developing into a healthy, happy and inquisitive

little girl.

When the

twins were two

years old their

aunt asked to take

them home, but

because Mercy had been

fitted with a prosthetic leg she

agreed it would be better for her to

stay. Blessings went back to live in

the village, but four years later,

when the aunt passed away, Social

Welfare returned him to Open Arms

and the twins were reunited at

Richmond House.

Inspiration for the future
Recently Mercy was recommended for a new prosthesis so she, Matron

Eniffer and our driver Kondwani made the long journey to the specialist

hospital in Lilongwe. Whilst the fitting was taking place Mercy met a

receptionist who, much to Mercy's surprise, had a

prosthetic leg. Mercy had been unable to tell!  Seeing

this woman enjoying a full and normal life has

inspired Mercy that her disability needn't hold her

back and since the fitting she has grown in

confidence every day, working hard on her

strengthening exercises with Grace, her House

Mother. She is now receiving more regular

physiotherapy to help correct her gait.  We're

sure Mercy's new leg will give her an even

greater sense of freedom, and enable her to

spend more time doing the things she loves - such

as playing netball.
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Mercy’s new freedom
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Mercy enjoys netball training with renewed confidence

Mercy’s first prosthesis

Gladys and volunteers take the children on their daily walk
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Thank you to our fundraisers!

Our incredible fundraisers make a real difference to

the lives of the children in Malawi – we couldn’t do it

without you! Here is just a snapshot of what you

have been doing to raise money - from Climbing

Mountains to toddling toddlers.  Thank you to

everyone who has fundraised for us; if you would

like to share your fundraising story contact

judith@openarmsmalawi.org  

Ashville College in Harrogate are travelling to Malawi in July and

have been hard at work raising funds. Their Models for Malawi

Fashion Show, Pedal for Bricks (A gruelling cycle from the Lake

District to Harrogate) Coast to Coast Bike Ride and a

“Knaresborough Bed Race” team have raised over £6,000! 

The Year 8 boys from Stewarts Melville College in Edinburgh

organised a Fun Run, running 2 miles at Cramond Beach and raised

a fantastic £3619.

From Reception to Year 6 the girls of Wimbledon High Junior

School showed spirit and determination in the February drizzle as

they ran the equivalent of 437 miles - all the way from Wimbledon to

Harrogate …. and back again! Raising £9445.36 

Childrens Corner Nursery, Leeds donate £1 per month for each

family at the nursery raising £5000 for the academic year.  As well as

this, the children annually do a Malawi March and in June the staff

are taking part in a 12K Mud Run.

Ian and Eileen Temple support Open Arms through regular monthly

donations. They also organise regular coffee mornings and have

raised over £200 so far this year!

Ed Vanson embarked on a

Big Edventure this year. Not

content with just running

the Yorkshire Marathon he

took on the British 10K,

Great North run and the Isle

of Wight coastal Path! He

rounded off his fundraising

by climbing Ben Nevis and

raised £1394.

Nelson Liddle celebrated his 50th birthday

by running 50 miles in his 50th year to raise

£500 - all in a kilt!  He raised £580.

Tom Hartley and Polly

Davies ran the Paris

Marathon and together

they raised £1,509

completing the course in

3hrs 43 and 3hrs 51!

Cameron Hoey is a 13 year old with a conscience. Not only did he

take on a job so that he could sponsor Boyce through our Cash

Transfer Scheme, he raised over £1400 from an evening of

fundraising that included both him and his mum shaving their heads!

His hair has been sent to Little Princesses, a charity that makes

natural hair wigs for little girls who have lost their hair through illness

or chemotherapy. Cameron’s efforts have helped children at home

and in Malawi and we think that he is a star!

TO MAKE A DONATION 

Text                        Text OAIH02 and the amount you would like to donate to 70070.  (For example OAIH02 £10) 
Telephone Call       01423 530 129 (Monday to Thursday, 9.00am to 4:00pm) 
Online                    Visit www.openrmsmalawi.org/donate
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Meet Matron Eniffer

Eniffer Chilunga joined the team at Blantyre in 2008. Here

she talks to our administrator Jasmine Leitao about her role

and her hopes and dreams for the children at Open Arms.

Eniffer, how did you come to be a nurse?
It was always my dream, but I finished Secondary School without the

grades needed for a scholarship programme. I was terribly disappointed

and went on to study Accountancy instead, but I soon knew working

with numbers wasn't for me. I have my brother to thank for steering me

onto the right path. Remembering my passion, he applied on my behalf

to the nursing college. I loved it from day one. 

Tell us about how you found Open Arms?
I was working at Mwaiwathu Private Hospital, one of the best hospitals in

the Southern Region, when a fellow nurse showed me the advertisement

for Open Arms. I was curious and decided to find out more.

So what were your first impressions of our Infant Home?
It was nothing like I expected. I'd been to an orphanage before and was

expecting to find unhappy and malnourished babies, but instead I saw

how loved and well cared for the babies were. I decided there and then

that I wanted the job.

Which of your accomplishments would you say you are
most proud of?
I've found that I'm able to explain illnesses in simple terms so the Care

Givers understand the methods of treatment. Previously, they thought if

you’re sick you just need medication, but I've been able to explain that

other factors are important too. This has lead to a more holistic approach

to health, which I believe has made a difference.

Is there a child that made a lasting impression on you?
Yes, Esthere Mpumira, who came to us when she was one year old. Sadly

the person who was supposed to take her in abandoned her to a ten year old

cousin. All Esthere needed was love and nutritious food, she was not sickly

like other children we see, yet she arrived weighing no more than a newborn. 

Esthere proved to me that a child thrives with love, care and nutrition, as

she soon became a happy, healthy girl who was able to return to her

extended family. I often wonder how she is doing.

What do you find is the biggest challenge in your role as
Matron?
Often when a child arrives at Open Arms their medical history, and that of

the mother, is unclear. This can make diagnosis and treatment challenging. 

Sometimes the relatives genuinely don't know the cause of the mother's

death. However, at times they withhold information, as they are worried

the child may be denied a place. 

What makes you smile when you think of Open Arms?
The babies! Sometimes you don’t realise they’re watching you, and then

they'll copy what you’ve been doing. They make me laugh a lot! They are

so beautiful.

What does the future hold?
I hope to continue to work with

Open Arms for many years to

come, to improve our standards

even further. As for the children,

it would be wonderful to see

those in our Foster Homes take

up prominent positions in

society.

Feeding time

Matron Eniffer checks a new arrival

Dates for your diary 2015

Plusnet 
Yorkshire 
Marathon

Christmas 
Shopping Evening 
in Harrogate

Leeds 10k

Great Newham 
London Run

Harrogate 
Ladies Clothes 
Swap 

British 10k 
London

For more information check our website www.openarmsmalawi.org and click events

JUNE

Monday

29th

JULY

Sunday

12th

JULY

Sunday

12th

JULY

Sunday

19th

OCTOBER

Sunday

11th

Coffee Morning,
St Peters Church,
Harrogate

JULY

Saturday

25th

Fundraising 
evening in
Putney

OCTOBER

Friday

16th

NOVEMBER

Date

TBC



'I have a great interest in babies, their health and wellbeing and so

volunteering in an organisation that cares for infants has been an

interesting experience. I have met other volunteers both Malawian and

foreign. There are

obvious similarities

with the Malawian

volunteers, but it has

been interesting to

learn that there are a

lot of similarities with

the volunteers from

England too, and it

has been interesting

to find out their tastes

in music and to

gossip about celebrity

stories whilst judging

the current fashion

trends.'

Open Arms 
Malawi

Love. One Day at a Time

To receive regular news direct to your inbox sign up on line by visiting

www.openarmsmalawi.org

Open Arms Malawi, Franklin House, 4 Victoria Avenue, Harrogate HG1 1EL
Open Arms is a registered charity in England and Wales Reg No. 1090655

Volunteers’ Stories
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This year, we have been fortunate to have welcomed a diverse range

of volunteers, from a 70 year old Scottish lady to gap year students

from Holland, UK, America, Norway and Malawi.  Working alongside

others from different cultures and backgrounds has fostered a

wonderful sense of Internationalism amongst the men and women

who have been united in supporting us.  Here, some of them share a

few of their thoughts at the end of their stay, on how they benefited

from the experience…..

'Volunteering at Open Arms has been an enriching and eye opening

experience.  We've been lucky enough to share our time here with two

Malawian volunteers which has given us a great insight into Malawian life

and culture.  This has shown us that although there are big differences

between the way we have grown up, there are also surprising similarities.' 

'The most rewarding aspect of being here has been playing a part in the

children’s growth and development, and observing their genuine

happiness.  Although we came to Open Arms to help out with the

children, we have ourselves developed as individuals too.'

'We can honestly say that devoting time in our gap year to Open

Arms is undoubtedly the most worthwhile and rewarding thing we

have ever done.'

Florence, Amelia and Charlotte (all aged 18, from the UK)

‘Volunteering at Open Arms

as a young, Muslim woman

was definitely a nerve-

wracking feeling. I've always

been comfortable caring for

kids, but I wasn't sure how

the staff and workers would

respond to me as person,

especially in another

completely different country!

However, I've absolutely

loved my time here and

getting to know all of the

people. It's been refreshing

how welcomed I've felt at the

home and how well I've formed relationships with everyone. Working with

individuals from completely different places, cultures and backgrounds

has been enlightening. I've found it amazing how you can be from

anywhere in the world, with totally different lives, but somehow you all

find yourselves together for the same cause.'

'Caring for babies and children at Open Arms has been the most

rewarding experience of my life: there is nothing more fulfilling than

putting a smile on a child's face. The children are the happiest, cutest

little beings I have ever come across, especially at play time, where they

are free to express themselves and do all sorts of funny things! I will really

miss being able to make them laugh and watch them grow and achieve

their different developmental milestones. Caring for the children at

Open Arms has been an absolutely wonderful experience, one I will

cherish for the rest of my life.'

Alinane and Landilana from Malawi,
with friends from the UK

Fatima Hussein from Scotland

Volunteers mothers and children ouside the volunteer house in Mangochi

'We engaged in deeper topics of conversation, such as religious views

and how ours and theirs differed. It was so fascinating to listen to their

contrasting beliefs and the passion they felt towards them.  It’s been a

wonderful opportunity to be able to become close friends with these girls

and we hope our paths will cross again.'

'Doing voluntary work at Open Arms has been quite an amazing

experience.  Working together with English volunteers has been fun -

learning the differences in our culture and how we handle things has

been quite an eye opener.'

'It’s very hard to describe all the experiences in a short paragraph

but taking care of the kids, working with the employees (mothers) at

Open Arms has been a very humbling experience, more than I

expected it to be. I look forward to spending more time with the kids

and I want to thank Open Arms for such a great opportunity.'


